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INTRODUCTION
FROM MATT JOHNSON

ABOUT
BUNZL PLC

The hospitality industry has been one of the sectors
most affected by lockdowns and government restrictions
throughout the Covid-19 crisis, consumer spending on
hospitality has started to increase but it still remains
at less than 70% of pre-pandemic levels.* In 2021, in
this climate of challenge and uncertainty, our people,
our customers and our suppliers have continued to
work together for a sustainable future in the hospitality
industry. We have utilised our global supply chain and
product expertise to help customers reopen quickly and
safely, providing critical hygiene solutions that reduce
the risk of spreading the virus, as well as sustainable food
packaging options for take-out and home delivery.

DEVELOPING GLOBALLY, DELIVERING LOCALLY

ENVIRONMENTAL AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Bunzl plc is a focused and successful international
distribution group providing customised solutions to B2B
customers. We support businesses all over the world with
a variety of products that are essential for our customers in
the successful operation of their businesses.

Our objective is to reduce our impact on the
environment, including factors contributing to
climate change, through a commitment to continual
improvement, complying with environmental legislation
and regulations in the jurisdictions where Group
companies operate to ensure that our major impacts are
addressed.

Our priority during 2021 has been the well-being and
safety of our people, our customers and our suppliers,
and I am exceptionally proud of how we have responded.
Our ability to adapt quickly and efficiently has given our
customers the confidence to re-start their foodservice
operations in challenging conditions. Our teams have
worked tirelessly and have demonstrated their long-term
commitment to building a sustainable future.

Bunzl’s aim is to create value for Bunzl’s shareholders,
improve the standard of living of its employees and
contribute to the economic, environmental and social
well-being of its customers and suppliers and the
communities in which we operate.
MARKET SECTORS
Bunzl is active in more than 30 countries and organised into
four business areas: North America, Continental Europe, UK
& Ireland and Rest of the World.
GEOGRAPHIES
Bunzl supplies a diverse customer base which can be
broadly grouped into the following market sectors:
foodservice, grocery, cleaning & hygiene, safety, retail,
healthcare and other.

“

“

In November, we saw the 26th UN Climate Change
Conference of the Parties (COP26) take place in Glasgow,
gathering with the aim of securing Global Net Zero
by mid-century and keeping 1.5 degrees within reach
through ambitious 2030 emission reduction targets.
Earlier this year, Bunzl plc announced new, long-term
carbon reduction targets across the group for our scope
1 and 2 emissions, aligned to climate science and the
Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) guidance. We
are now committed to a 50% improvement in carbon
efficiency by 2030 and we have joined the UN’s Race to
Zero initiative.

Sustainable Development Goals underpinning our own
Sustainable Future programme, in 2021 we delivered
and supported a number of environmental initiatives
that created positive environmental change, from our
support of environmental charity Hubbub’s city recycling
campaigns to our headline sponsorship of the industry
leading Footprint waste2zero awards.

As the global leader and expert in our
industry, we are proactively working
with customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders to promote and support a
sustainable approach to the products
we sell.

These ambitions add to our existing commitments to
reduce our impact on the environment. In April, Bunzl
Catering Supplies switched our London fleet of vehicles
to HVO (Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil) fuel, a secondgeneration fuel made from renewable, recycled material
that offers net greenhouse gas reductions of up to 90% in
comparison to fossil diesel fuel. With the United Nations’
*Office for National Statistics: Coronavirus and its impact on UK hospitality: January 2020 to June 2021.

Frank van Zanten,
Chief Executive,
Bunzl plc

ENERGY USE (CARBON EMISSIONS)
We continually seek to reduce the amount of fuel
used by our fleet by the introduction of energy efficient
vehicles, routing systems and improving drivers’ skills.
Further we strive to reduce the electricity we use
for lighting our warehouses by the use of available
technologies and where possible appropriate building
modifications. We only heat warehouses where
necessary due to either regulations and/or cold
weather conditions.
WASTE
We promote reduction of waste through elimination
of packaging and encourage reuse and recycling
throughout our operations. We also seek to assist
our customers to reduce their environmental impact
by providing consolidated delivery and provision of
environmentally friendly products.

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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ENERGY USE
(CARBON EMISSIONS)
In October 2021, Bunzl plc announced new, long-term carbon efficiency targets across the group for our scope 1 and 2
emissions that are aligned to climate science and the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) guidance, these are:
25% improvement in carbon efficiency by 2025
50% improvement in carbon efficiency by 2030
In 2022, we will work to have these targets approved by the SBTi and will also be including our scope 3 emissions as
part of this process. In conjunction with this, we have committed to the Business Ambition for 1.5⁰ campaign and
joined the UN’s Race to Zero initiative. Longer-term targets include 100% renewable energy procurement across the
Bunzl Group by 2030 and Net Zero (across scope 1, 2 and 3) by 2050 at the latest.
These ambitions add to our existing commitments to reducing our impact on the environment, we will continue to
seek to reduce the amount of fuel used by our fleet by using the most energy efficient vehicles, routing systems and
improving drivers’ skills.
We are also working to reduce the electricity we use for lighting our warehouses by using available technologies and
where possible appropriate building modifications. We only heat warehouses where necessary, due to regulations or
weather conditions.

TAKING FURTHER ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE
Our carbon roadmap and new targets:

TOMORROW

25% more efficient by 2025 and 50% by 2030
100% Group-wide renewable energy
procurement by 2030

BEYOND

Bunzl continues to develop as a business and further enhance its value-added
proposition to customers. This includes our proactive focus on sustainable
solutions which are helping our customers to transition to a better world.

Net zero by 2050 at the latest3

2020

2025

“

“

TODAY

Commiting to SBTi1
approved targets with Scope
3 emissions included

2030

2050

SBTi = Science Based Targets initiative
Scope 1 and 2 emissions
Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions

Frank van Zanten,
Chief Executive,
Bunzl plc

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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In July, a new vessel in the battle to clean up plastic pollution in
Britain’s waterways – ‘Seacycler’ - was unveiled in Bristol. Launched
by environmental charity Hubbub, the 12-seater punt is made from
99% recycled plastic and will be permanently based in Bristol Harbour.
Funded equally by Bunzl plc and Danone UK & Ireland, Seacycler has
been donated to award-winning education consultants Sustainable
Hive. The boat will take local people out on ‘plastic fishing’ trips to
raise awareness of the growing levels of plastic pollution in Bristol’s
waterways and to educate local schoolchildren and businesses
about the impact of litter on the environment and the value of
recycling plastic.
Following its launch, Seacycler will be moored at Young Bristol
pontoon where plastic fishing trips will help remove more plastic
debris from Bristol Harbour, which will then be recycled and go
towards making further boats with the same aim - a fantastic example
of the circular economy in action.

“

HUBBUB #INTHELOOP
RECYCLING PROJECTS

By involving local schools and
businesses in a fun and engaging
way, the plastic fishing trips
on Seacycler will not only help
clean-up the harbour and reduce
the impact of litter on wildlife,
but it also demonstrates that
plastic has a value and can be
turned into something useful.
Gavin Ellis,
Co-founder and Director,
Hubbub

“

SEACYCLER TACKLES
POLLUTION

In 2021, 5 #InTheLoop recycling schemes for cans,
plastic and glass bottles and coffee cups were launched
in UK cities by environmental charity Hubbub, in
partnership with local councils, local delivery partners
and measurement and evaluation experts. The projects
improved on-street recycling facilities by providing bright,
easy to use bins that were strategically positioned on the
streets, alongside clear and consistent communications
campaigns, and eye-catching art installations to inspire
recycling and improve contamination rates.
PHASE 1: LEEDS
186 new bins were introduced to Leeds city centre, tripling
recycling rates. 19 million people were reached through the
online and media campaign #LeedsbyExample.
PHASE 2: SWANSEA
119 new or improved recycling bins increased the collection
of target materials by 89% and introduced coffee cup
recycling for the first time in Wales.

IN 2021, BUNZL PLC SUPPORTED SEVERAL
SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES:
• The Marine Conservation Society, launching a new
school engagement initiative called Ocean Schools.
• #2minutebeachclean from the 2 Minute Foundation,
devoted to cleaning up our planet 2 minutes at a time.
• Marine conservation charity Sea-Changers, providing
the funds for 13 water refill stations at busy UK beaches
and wetland sites.
• WWF Seagrass Restoration Project, mooring buoys
to help protect newly reinstated seagrass habitat from
anchor damage.
• WasteAid, to fund waste management infrastructure
in Bali, Indonesia and Cameroon to enable safe
recycling of plastic waste.
• Plastics for Change, developing waste management
infrastructure and improved social services for
marginalised waste picker communities in India.

PHASE 2: EDINBURGH
A trial of 58 new recycling bins together with a network of
173 local organisations was created to promote and amplify
the campaign’s messages in-store and online.
PHASE 3: TELFORD TOWN PARK
21 bins were installed around 230-acre Telford Town Park in
collaboration with Telford and Wrekin council.
DURING THE TRIAL RECYCLING PERIODS ALONE,
OVER 2.1 MILLION CANS, PLASTIC AND GLASS
BOTTLES AND COFFEE CUPS WERE COLLECTED AND
RECYCLED ACROSS THESE CAMPAIGNS.

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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BUNZL CATERING &
HOSPITALITY DIVISION

OUR VALUE
PROPOSITION

BUNZL CATERING & HOSPITALITY DIVISION

BUNZL CATERING SUPPLIES

Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division is the longest
established provider of non-food supplies to the
foodservice industry. The division’s ten specialist
businesses: Bunzl Catering Supplies, Tri-Star, London
Bio Packaging, WK Thomas, WKT Travel, Lockhart
Catering Equipment, Continental Chef Supplies, Aggora
Lockhart Projects and Aggora Technical – combine to
deliver a focused and unrivalled product and service
offer to the market.

Utilising our global resource, we offer customers in the
catering and hospitality industry an unbeatable range of
non-food consumables, including Bunzl exclusive brands
and market leading brands in tableware, food packaging,
food safety and hygiene, paper hygiene and hand care, PPE,
janitorial and cleaning supplies.

Helping our customers deliver outstanding hospitality
every time is at the heart of everything we do.

Our businesses offer the largest range of light and
heavy catering equipment for front and back of house
– everything from catering disposables, hygiene
paper, cleaning and janitorial products to in-room
guest amenities, speciality festive products and a full
design service that includes planning, construction,
installation and equipment maintenance.

We believe that personal relationships drive excellent
customer service, which is why we have dedicated sales
teams and account managers aligned to our regional
and national customers. Our national branch network,
supported by a state-of the-art National Distribution Centre
in Tamworth, makes local deliveries on our own fleet of
liveried vans with Bunzl uniformed drivers.
We hold ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditation – which
means we have implemented and maintain a Quality
Management System (QMS) and Environmental
Management System (EMS).

PEOPLE
How do we look after and develop our people?

We’ve built our value proposition on 4 pillars: our people,
our customers, our suppliers and sustainability.
CUSTOMER
How do we help our customers deliver outstanding hospitality?

Attract and retain talented people

Understanding the needs and challenges of our customers

Effective HR administration, compliance and governance systems

Secure and reliable long-term relationships

Healthy, balanced working experience

Providing nationally-controlled consistency

Learning and development opportunities

Helping to protect our customer’s brand and reputation

Positive and supportive culture

Network for international distribution

SUPPLIER
How do we work in partnership with our suppliers?

SUSTAINABILITY
How do we operate for a more sustainable future?

Long term partnerships with trusted suppliers

Adoption of Sustainable Development Goals

Responsible procurement across global and UK sources

Sustainable future programme

Category expertise, product knowledge and efficient solutions

Meaningful relationships with forward-thinking business partners

Market leading brands and Bunzl exclusive brands

Choice of environmentally responsible product ranges

Enabling innovation and supply chain solutions

Environmental credentials including ISO 14001

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
We have adopted the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) as our roadmap for action.
SDGs have been developed by the United Nations and
their business partners to identify, and start to address,
the world’s leading sustainability challenges. Crucially,
SDGs have begun to establish a global common
language for sustainability.

COP26
Underpinning the work achieved in our Sustainable
Future programme, we are working across all core
functions in our business, to deliver against SDGs
numbered 3 (Good Health and Well-being), 12
(Responsible Consumption and Production), 13 (Climate
Action), 14 (Life Below Water) and 15 (Life on Land).

In November, we saw the 26th UN Climate Change
Conference of the Parties (COP26) take place in Glasgow.
Leaders and delegates of 197 countries gathered to
monitor the progress of the 2015 Paris Agreement and
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, as
well as to accelerate progress and offer support to
developing nations.
The aims of this crucial summit were:
Secure Global Net Zero by mid-century and keep 1.5
degrees ‘within reach’ through ambitious 2030 emission
reduction targets
Adapt to protect communities and natural habitats,
recognizing that the climate is already changing and
acknowledging the need to restore ecosystems
Mobilize finance and deliver on the promise by
developed countries to provide at least $100bn in
climate finance per year
Work together to deliver these targets through
accelerated collaboration between Governments
and civil society

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE PROGRAMME
We launched our first Sustainable Future report in 2017, recognising collaboration
and innovation that has had a positive impact on the way we deal with waste in our
business, and in the wider catering and hospitality industry. Since then, we have
grown the scope of this programme to bring together the work that we are doing
with our people, suppliers, and customers.
Our Sustainable Future report 2021 forms a key part of our communication strategy,
both internally and externally, and recognises the progress we have made in the
past five years. Our Sustainable Future programme, underpinned by our long-term
objectives to deliver our SDG targets, provides us a clear and measurable path for
continual environmental improvement through working collaboratively with all our
stakeholders.
We now have three dedicated sustainability professionals in the division who drive
our Sustainable Future programme, in collaboration with our people, our customers
and our suppliers. In July 2021, we announced that Katie Borton would be joining
the Sustainability Team in the role of Sustainability Co-Ordinator. Katie Bradbury
joined the business in the new role of Sustainability and Packaging Innovation
Manager in November 2018. A Head of Sustainability was appointed in 2015, with
Justin Turquet joining the business in this capacity in March 2019.

“

“

Our Sustainable Future programme provides the business
with a clear communication strategy for sustainability
aligned to our three pillars: our people, our customers, and
our suppliers. It’s vitally important that we continue to lead
dialogue and share best practice in this complex area of
environmental and legislative change.
Justin Turquet,
Head of Sustainability,
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division

OUR SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE PROGRAMME IS
BUILT ON 3 PILLARS:
OUR PEOPLE
We safeguard the wellbeing and development of our
people. Putting sustainability first in everything we do, we
are protecting our community and the environment.

OUR CUSTOMERS
We share what we know about sustainability with our
customers. Working together we can create solutions for a
more sustainable future.

OUR SUPPLIERS
We buy responsibly and ethically from trusted, partner
suppliers. We deliver products and services with integrity
and confidence.

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies

PEOPLE
We safeguard the wellbeing and development of
our people. Putting sustainability first in everything
we do, we are protecting our community and the
environment.

“

I have worked at Bunzl Catering Supplies for
17 years, progressing from multi-drop delivery
driver to Transport Manager for Scotland. When
joining the business, I was encouraged to think
about my role as part of a long-term career
path and to develop a plan to achieve my career
goals. I have enjoyed being part of a professional
community that overcomes challenges together
and delivers excellent customer every time.

“

James Eden,
Transport Manager,
(Cumbernauld),
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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BUNZL BENEFITS
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DRIVER
TRAINING
DRIVER ACADEMY SCHEME
To help our employees gain the qualifications they need
to become elite commercial drivers, we have established
the Bunzl Driver Academy scheme. The academy gives
employees access to apprenticeships (LGV level 2 and Express
delivery operative) and driver development opportunities.
The academy is open to existing drivers, warehouse staff and
prospective employees for career progression in transport
and driving roles.
Since 2019, 19 employees have completed the academy
programme, many progressing from a Category B licence to
a Category C licence. In the past 18 months, due to Covid-19,
the academy has been adapted to include remote training,
phone-in tutor sessions and socially distanced group
meetings, ensuring employees participate in a safe learning
environment.
DRIVER CPC TRAINING
For new employees that do not have the Certificate of
Professional Competence (CPC) licence, we facilitate an
externally run CPC course, made up of four modules.
As a registered training centre with the Joint Approvals
Unit for Periodic Training (JAUPT), we also run in-house CPC
training that enables our drivers to maintain the requirement
to complete 35-hours of periodic training within a 5-year
period. We have been independently audited by JAUPT and
have received very positive comments regarding both our
course content and delivery.

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT

BUNZL BENEFITS
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (EAP)

We are committed to ensuring that all our teams, at
all levels, have access to training and development
programmes that can further their career and develop
their skills. A performance review process and training
prospectus has been introduced to ensure that every
employee has a clear, personal development plan.

24-hour confidential counselling and advice for any
employees facing domestic, health or financial issues..
RETAIL DISCOUNTS AND CYCLE TO WORK SCHEME
Special discounts from a host of retailers available via a
handy app, plus a cycle to work scheme, providing the
opportunity to take out an interest-free, tax-free loan to
pay for a new bicycle.

APPRENTICES AND APPRENTICE LEVY
FUNDED TRAINING
We continue to work with selected partners to engage with
government initiatives regarding apprentices. Since the
introduction of the apprentice levy in 2017, 62 employees
from Bunzl Catering Supplies have been entered into an
apprentice course.

Employees are offered the chance to buy company shares
at a discounted rate.

In November 2021, there are 24 active learners on levy
funded courses including:

A free flu jab is now offered to all employees before the
winter season.

Business Administration
B2B Sales Skills
Leadership Development Programme (LDP)
Large Goods Vehicle (LGV) Driver
YELP E-LEARNING PORTAL
A suite of online training and development modules
available to all employees, from 15-minute courses on
health and safety to long-term programmes on financial
management.
HENLEY BUSINESS SCHOOL
Our strong links with Henley Business School ensure that
we offer the best interventions possible to continually
develop the skills required by senior managers to meet the
demands of a constantly changing marketplace.

FREE FLU JABS

“

MENTAL HEALTH

“

Accountancy and Taxation

BUNZL SHARESAVE SCHEME

The LDP course is helping me to build
important skills in communication and
collaboration, which are key elements in
my role as Call Centre Team Leader.
I have really enjoyed meeting colleagues
from across the division, learning
from, and sharing my own, unique
experiences in the Bunzl business.
Kara Hartless,
Call Centre Team Leader (North),
Bunzl Catering Supplies

At Bunzl Catering Supplies we recognise Mental Health
Awareness week and Men’s Health awareness week.
In 2021, we developed a Mental Health Awareness
training package. This is accessed through our online
learning portal, YELP. We also provide our people with
24/7 assistance for any mental health issues though our
Employee Assistance Programme (EAP).
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Bunzl plc is committed to playing its role in creating a
fairer, more equitable society. Racism, prejudice or any
form of discrimination will not be tolerated. As we build
towards a better and fairer future for all, two powerful
initiatives have launched in the UK & Ireland– the
‘Inspiring Ethnicity in Bunzl’ (IEIB) group and the ‘Inspiring
Women in Bunzl’ (IWIB) network. Both explore issues that
have the potential to drive meaningful transformation in
Bunzl Catering Supplies.
Now in its 9th year, National Inclusion Week took place
in September. This years’ theme, Unity, provided Bunzl
Catering Supplies a fantastic opportunity to celebrate
inclusion in all its forms, share best practice and successes,
and talk about some of the challenges we face.
A range of resources and an employee survey were
launched during the week. These encouraged open
conversations, learning more about each other and
having some fun by sharing food and recipes, music, and
stories about the heritages and backgrounds that make
up the team at Bunzl UK & Ireland.

“

“

As part of the team delivering
Unconscious Bias training, I’ve seen the
positive impacts the IWIB network is
having across our division. When women
work in a supportive and empowering
environment they can reach their full
potential, which benefits both the women
and the business.
Katie Bradbury,
Sustainability and Packaging Innovation Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

INSPIRING
ETHNICITY
IN BUNZL

Bunzl UK & Ireland established the ‘Inspiring Women
in Bunzl’ (IWIB) network with the aim to cultivate a
supportive and empowering culture for women to
flourish and reach their maximum potential at every level
in our business. The members of IWIB network are women
who have been identified as having the potential to
advance into senior leadership roles within the Group.

The Bunzl UK & Ireland ‘Inspiring Ethnicity in Bunzl’ (IEIB)
initiative was launched in November 2020, to reiterate
that racism, prejudice or any form of discrimination
cannot be tolerated in the business, and to raise
awareness about the variety of ethnic cultural events that
take place throughout the year.

At Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division, five of the
founding members have been delivering a
comprehensive training program that helps our
people recognize and understand the consequences
of unconscious bias. Reaching 240 colleagues, in 40
online training sessions these interactive sessions were
delivered to all line managers during 2021. Following the
success of the initiative, IWIB is now part of our induction
for new starters and has been replicated in other Bunzl
businesses.
The IWIB network has expanded to form regional
networks, facilitating online sessions and in-person
group discussions for women across the whole business,
exploring key themes on gender diversity.

“

The IEIB initiative has developed resources to highlight
important ethnic cultural events through the year. Posters
have been created and displayed around the business and
insight documents created for senior management teams
to help people better understand important events such
as black history month and recognise special celebrations
such as Yom Kippur and Diwali.
In the aftermath of the killing of George Floyd and the
worldwide movement calling for greater racial and
ethnic justice, new ‘Safe Space’ sessions have provided
members of the IEIB team the opportunity to discuss their
experiences of discrimination and thoughts on positive
engagement and inclusion with senior managers and the
Executive committee in a safe and listening environment.

“

DIVERSITY
AT BUNZL

INSPIRING
WOMEN
IN BUNZL

When my manager asked if I would like to be a part of the IEIB initiative, I had
little idea that it would be one of the most important activities that I have been
involved with in my six years at Bunzl. The IEIB initiative has taken a leading role in
highlighting ethnic cultural events in the business and the ‘Safe Space’ sessions have
proved an invaluable platform for discussion in a supportive environment.
Shezmin Madhani,
National Account Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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SUPPORTING
LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
CHARITY AND
COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

INTERVIEW:

Shezmin
Madhani

NIA CHILDREN’S FOUNDATION

We look to recognise, celebrate and support people
in our business who actively support local and
international community and charity projects.

life’s purpose
Option 1

Since 2016, the
business has raised over
£12,500 - that’s 208
children fed and
educated for one year.
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EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERING SCHEME

SUPPORTING CHARITY
AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division runs a volunteering
scheme that encourages employees to support local
charities by working as a hands-on volunteer one day
each year. The scheme works by giving employees a
day’s paid leave and linking employees to an online
portal showing projects and initiatives in need of local
volunteers. The scheme is part of a Sodexo initiative called
Stop Hunger, which sees Sodexo UK & Ireland employees
donate time and skills to tackle hunger, support good
nutrition and promote life skills in local communities.

IN KIND DIRECT

THE SPRINGBOARD CHARITY

In Kind Direct has distributed £290 million worth of goods
to over 11,000 charities, empowering charities to more
with less and ensuring no usable product goes to waste.
Bunzl Catering Supplies has been donating goods and
supporting In Kind Direct for more than 20 years. Over
that period, we have donated over £1 million in estimated
retail value of products. At the annual waste2zero
awards, Bunzl Catering Supplies and In Kind Direct were
shortlisted for their work together in preventing waste.
The wider Bunzl group has donated over 1,400 pallets of
products, worth a total estimated retail value of
£2.6 million.

Springboard was established in 1990 to support the
hospitality, leisure, and tourism industry and those
seeking employment within it, with three key aims:

“

Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division is a socially
responsible business with a track-record of working
closely with local charities and communities across the
UK to support a wide range of projects. The business
has actively developed the volunteering scheme in
partnership with its customer Sodexo, as part of its
ongoing commitment to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals, specifically, Goal 3 – ensure healthy
lives and promote well-being.

“

I’m pleased that Bunzl Catering &
Hospitality Division is joining Sodexo
employees to tackle hunger and
malnutrition through the Stop Hunger
Foundation. Volunteering together
means we help many more vulnerable
people in the UK & Ireland. We are better
when we act together.
Sean Haley,
Regional Chair,
Sodexo UK and Ireland and CEO,
service operations worldwide

HOSPITALITY ACTION
Established in 1837, Hospitality Action, the Hospitality
Industry Benevolent Organisation, offers vital assistance
to all who work, or have worked within hospitality in
the UK and who find themselves in crisis. In 2021, Bunzl
Catering Supplies’ significant contributions to Hospitality
Action has helped to support children and their parents
in low-income households with general living costs to
cover essential food and fuel bills. In the current economic
climate many of these low-income households are also
under threat of eviction due to rent arrears, arising as a
result of periods out of work due to Covid-19, support
from Bunzl Catering Supplies has helped to clear rent
arrears hospitality households, averting court action,
evictions and potential homelessness for Hospitality
Action’s beneficiaries and their children.

To advance the life and education of those under the
age of 25, through the provision of advice, training, and
skills courses.
To relieve poverty and unemployment by assisting
people to secure jobs in the hospitality sector.
Tackle ongoing problems the hospitality, leisure, and
tourism industries face, including staff and skills
shortages and misrepresentation about what a fulfilling
career they offer.
This year, Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division became
a corporate patron of Springboard, aligning Bunzl with
the Charity’s flagship programme ‘Springboard to 2022’.
Springboard to 2022 is the industry solution to tackling
hospitality, leisure and tourism’s long-term staffing
crisis. We want to give the industry space to focus on the
current challenge of rebuilding from the Coronavirus
pandemic, while Springboard ensures there is a skilled
and engaged talent pipeline ready for when the industry
needs it. The goal is to have 10,000 young people trained
and ready for work, in line with industry’s recovery
by 2022.
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SUPPORTING
LOCAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
CHARITY AND
COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

INTERVIEW:

Jody
Crawforth
CYCLING FOR DUCHENNE
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

In July 2021, as part of the food procurement
organisation Foodbuy team, three keen cyclists
from Bunzl Catering Supplies, Jody Crawforth
(Head of Hygiene and Janitorial), Jason Ross
(Operations Manager) and Richard Gray (Senior
HR Manager) joined a team of pro, amateur and
beginner cyclists to take part in the Duchenne
Dash to raise vital funds for Duchenne UK.
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy is a disease
that mainly affects young boys and is the
most common genetic killer of children
worldwide – currently there is no cure. Started
by families affected by the disease, Duchenne
UK has a clear vision to fund and accelerate
treatments and find a cure for the disease.
Now in its ninth year, the annual Duchenne
Dash was reimagined in the wake of Covid-19,
with a challenge to collectively cycle the total
circumference of the globe, that is 40,000Km, in
just 12 hours at Goodwood Motor Circuit.
The Bunzl Catering Supplies team raised just
short of £7,400, by cycling a collective 679km,
at times through torrential rain.

The Bunzl Catering
Supplies team raised just
short of £7,400, by cycling
a collective 679km, at times
through torrential rain.
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18%

LESS SAFETY INCIDENTS
COMPARED TO 2020

HEALTH AND SAFETY

In 2020, Ian Kempson joined Bunzl Catering & Hospitality
Division as Safety, Health, Environment and Quality
(SHEQ) manager.
2021 ACHIEVEMENTS:
Mandatory environmental and health and safety
training delivered via our YELP e-learning platform.
All contractors now either assessed or under
assessment via new, mandatory Alcumus
SafeContractor supply chain management system.
We continue to maintain the 2015 ISO 9001 standards;
our certification runs to 2022.
We continue to maintain the 2015 ISO 14001 standards;
our certification runs to 2022.

10%

We achieved our aim of holding Bronze FORS certification
at all our operating branches (up from 3 in 2019)

LESS TIME LOST THROUGH
INCIDENTS COMPARED TO 2020

All vehicles over 3.5 tonnes are equipped with blind spot
minimisation equipment, including multiple cameras, side
proximity sensors, audible left turn warning and reversing
alarms. This has significantly improved visibility for our
drivers, particularly when involved in reversing and slow
speed manoeuvring.

100%

OF COMMERCIAL FLEET OVER 3.5 TONNES
FITTED WITH BLIND SPOT MINIMIZATION
TECHNOLOGY

We continue to provide Safe Urban Driver training to
all our commercial drivers, placing emphasis on the
protection of vulnerable road users like cyclists and
pedestrians.

100%

OF OPERATING BRANCHES HOLD BRONZE
FORS CERTIFICATION

We use external training centres approved by the
Institution of Occupational Safety & Health (IOSH) to
deliver IOSH Working Safely and IOSH Managing Safely
courses to our front-line management teams.

100%

B-SAFE BUNZL ROLL OUT TO ALL
SUPERVISORY AND SENIOR STAFF

“

“

It is our aim that no employee or other person should be
injured because of our business activities. We continue to
invest in premises and equipment to improve the safety
of our employees and others. Our employees have access
to a comprehensive induction programmes and online
training covering subjects such as fire safety awareness,
manual handling and safe driving.

It is important that our employees, contractors and suppliers all
understand that no work is so important that it cannot not be
done safely. In 2021, we have introduced several new systems and
processes to ensure that every employee is working in a safe and
healthy environment.
Ian Kempson,
SHEQ Manager,
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division
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We have rolled out the B-Safe Bunzl digital safety
management platform and mobile app to all employees
at a supervisor level and above. B-Safe Bunzl gives our
people the ability to further interact with the process
of safety management, enabling users to complete and
report on regular safety inspections, to record unsafe
acts, unsafe conditions and near misses. This gives our
management team the ability to analyse and identify
trends that will support decisions to further improve our
training, safe working processes and working conditions.
Most importantly, B-Safe Bunzl allows us to report on
positive safety behavior, so we can recognise where
employees have shown an awareness and proactive
contribution to safety.

In July, Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division adopted
the Alcumus SafeContractor supply chain management
system, to accredit, manage and monitor our third-party
contractors and ensure consistent compliance with health
and safety legislation.
SafeContractor is the UK’s leading health and safety
accreditation scheme with the largest in-house team of
auditors. They assess over 33,000 contractors each year
and are a Safety Schemes in Procurement (SSiP) founding
member.

As a business that is wholly committed to eliminating
modern slavery practices and respecting human rights
across both our own operations and our supply chain,
SafeContractor also helps ensure that we only work with
ethical and sustainable companies. We are dedicated
to working with supply chain partners whose stringent
ethical and environmental standards are the same as
our own.

All contractors on the SafeContractor system are vetted
and approved for the work that they carry out, including
appropriate training and insurances. These contractors
are instantly accessible from the SafeContractor e-portal,
which provides real-time information for instant analysis
and reporting, and a full audit trail of compliance.

“

As part of our value proposition,
we foster relationships with trusted
suppliers and contractors who share
our values and put safety first. By
partnering with SafeContractor, we
have a robust system in place that
ensures our supply chain is safe, ethical
and competent, and reduces any risks
associated with Covid-19.
Matt Johnson,
Managing Director,
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division

“

B-SAFE BUNZL

ALCUMUS
SAFECONTRACTOR
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ACCREDITATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL
TARGETS AND
REPORTING

ISO 14001 & ISO9001

CARBON FOOTPRINT

Since 1992, we have implemented and maintained
an Environmental Management System (EMS) which
provides for continuous improvement in environmental
performance.

Bunzl plc are participant members of the Carbon Disclosure
Project and publicly report Scope 1 (direct) and Scope 2
(indirect) carbon emissions, waste to landfill and waste to
recycling. Each year Bunzl plc sets key targets relating to
Corporate Responsibility performance and publish them in
the annual report.

UN RACE TO ZERO
In 2021, Bunzl plc joined the United Nations’ Race to Zero
campaign. This campaign mobilizes a coalition of leading
net zero initiatives representing 733 cites, 31 regions and
over 3 thousand businesses.
FTSE4GOOD INDEX
Bunzl plc membership since 2001, The FTSE4Good Index
is a tool for responsible investors to identify and invest
in companies that meet globally recognised corporate
responsibility standards.
SEDEX
We have A/B buyer and supplier membership in Sedex, an
organisation dedicated to driving improvements in ethical
and responsible business practices in global supply
chains.
VALPAK
We use Valpak compliance services to ensure compliance
with the UK Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(WEEE) Regulations and the Producer Responsibility
Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations.

At Bunzl Catering Supplies, we record, monitor, and report
quarterly on our carbon footprint at site level. This aligns
with our target and reporting processes which are audited
annually via external ISO 1400 auditors.
In 2021, we achieved our target of reducing our scope 1
emissions by over 6% compared to 2020 through:
Improved fuel efficiency through regular renewal
of our fleet
Using renewable fuels in our fleet
Increased vehicle aerodynamics
Driver training and the use of telematics providing in-cab
feedback on performance
Scope 2 target reduction of 10% was also achieved
compared with 2020 emissions through:
Increased use of renewable energy sources (98% green
energy tariff – up from 96% in 2019)
Investment in energy efficient LED lighting within our
warehouses and parking areas

Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk | Twitter: @BunzlCatering | YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies
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RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
LIGHTING

To ensure we are meeting our commitments to managing
our resources responsibly and efficiently we have several
resource initiatives underway with in the business. We are
working with a number of external partners to achieve
our internal environmental targets and support resource
efficiency initiatives with-in the business.

Office and branch lighting is a significant component
of our total electricity consumption. We progressively
implement measures to improve energy efficiency,
including use of ambient and energy efficient lighting
across our sites.

In 2020-2021, our green and non-nuclear electricity
procurement is generated via renewable sources:
Wind 32.7%
WASTE MANAGEMENT

Photovoltaic (solar) 11.7%

Throughout 2021, we worked directly with the following
partner recyclers to ensure that recyclable material is
treated as a potential resource at the end of its life:

Bioenergy 47.8%
Hydropower 7.8%

A&B Containers: repair and recycle excess or damaged
pallets from our branches.
BIOENERGY

WIND

32.7%
47.8%

Valpak: collect used shrink wrap and cardboard from
our branches.
Valpak: collect and recycle used and ex-stock paper
cups from our branches and offices.
Valpak: collect our mixed recycling and general waste.
SURPLUS STOCK
Where we have surplus or unwanted stock items, we look
to donate them to charity or not-for-profit organisations.

11.7%
7.8%
HYDROPOWER

PHOTOVOLTAIC

In Kind Direct: re-distribute items to community projects,
disability groups and overseas development, so, they
can spend more of their money on support, rather than
supplies.
Fareshare: save good food destined for waste and send it
to charities and community groups, who transform it into
nutritious meals for vulnerable people.

Where appropriate, lighting plans include proximity
sensors, ambient light harvesting and LED technology. In
2021, we have LED lighting in 9 out of 10 of our branches,
this is an increase from 7 out of 9 in 2019. In 2022, we are
aiming to install 100% LED lighting at every site.

98%

RENEWABLE AND NON-NUCLEAR
ELECTRICITY PROCUREMENT

14%

MORE CARDBOARD
RECYCLED IN 2021

83%

MORE PLASTIC SHRINK WRAP
RECYCLED IN 2021

23%

MORE WOOD
RECYCLED IN 2021

90%

OF BRANCHES HAVE
LED LIGHTING
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REDUCING FLEET
EMISSIONS
EURO 6 ENGINES
Our commitment to continuous improvement in our
operations means that our entire transport fleet is now
Euro 6 vehicle emission standard.
The Euro 6 engine is the cleanest diesel engine available.
Achieving up to 55% reduction in NOx they also reduce
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and particulate.

Comparing Bunzl to ther companies
with logistics networks
Gobal Companies - tonnes CO2 per £m revenue1
119

47
14

21

51

YEAR ON YEAR IMPROVEMENT IN
MICROLISE SAFETY SCORES IN 2021

31

EFFICIENT DRIVING WITH MICROLISE
We deliver to our customers via our own fleet of 125
liveried vehicles, with uniformed drivers.
Our Microlise telematics system is from Europe’s largest
technology, telematics and transport management
solution provider, who manage more than 500,000 active
vehicle connections worldwide. Via Microlise, we monitor
driving standards to ensure we are driving as efficiently
as possible and manage contactless deliveries to ensure
they are carried out in the safest way possible during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Together with our specialist team of route planners, we
use ORTEC routing software to ensure our vehicle routes
are fully optimised and efficient.

UK Companies - tonnes CO2 per £m revenue1

10%

128

100%

OF OUR FLEET IS CURRENTLY FITTED
WITH EURO 6 ENGINES

74

EURO 6 DIESEL ENGINES

62

17

24

99% REDUCTION

33

OF PARTICULATE MATTER IN COMPARISON
TO EURO 5 STANDARD ENGINES

Distributor

Online-only retailer

Retailer with stores

Business services

Last-mile delivery

Notes
1. 2019 data for Scopes 1 and 2
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90% REDUCTION
IN GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN
COMPARISON TO FOSSIL DIESEL FUEL

27% REDUCTION

SWITCHING TO HVO FUEL

The transport fleet operating out of Bunzl Catering
Supplies Charlton branch, all with Euro 6 engines, is
now fuelled with HVO which means that we can deliver
foodservice solutions to our catering and hospitality
customers in London with a reduced impact on the
environment.
Since we launched in March, we have averaged 244
deliveries at and covered approximately 1,640kms per day
using HVO fuels using our fleet of 7.5 tonne lorries and
vans from our distribution centre in London.

The first trial delivery using HVO fuel was made in
March to Sodexo, facilities management provider at
the University of Greenwich, London. Simon Knight,
Managing Director at Sodexo comments “We are
delighted to partner with Bunzl Catering Supplies to
launch HVO fuelled deliveries. Together we continue
to make a positive impact on the world around us.”

“

“

We have switched our London fleet of vehicles to HVO
(Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil) fuel from Crown Oil, a
second-generation fuel made from renewable, recycled
material (vegetable oils and animal fats) that offers net
greenhouse gas reductions of up to 90% in comparison to
fossil diesel fuel.

IN NOX EMISSIONS IN COMPARISON
TO FOSSIL DIESEL FUEL

Offering a significant reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions, HVO is
another important step forward to
building a sustainable future.
Phil Haskew,
National Transport Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

84% REDUCTION

IN PARTICULATE MATTER EMISSIONS IN
COMPARISON TO FOSSIL DIESEL FUEL

244

DELIVERIES AND 1630 KILOMETERS
AVERAGE PER DAY DELIVERED WITH
HVO FUEL
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We share what we know about sustainability
with our customers. Working together we can
create solutions for a more sustainable future.

“

“

CUSTOMERS

At YO! we are committed to responsible sourcing and
reducing waste and we continuously strive to improve our
performance by embedding sustainability into our business
strategy. A key reason for working with Bunzl Catering
Supplies is that their Sustainable Future programme is
aligned with these important goals. At YO! we believe
that by working together and sharing best practice we will
accelerate our work in this area.
Paula Merrigan,
Head of Purchasing,,
YO!

WORKING WITH OUR CUSTOMERS
CASE STUDY: NHS
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FORUMS
AND FACTSHEETS
CATERING EQUIPMENT EXPO
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOOTPRINT TOOL
CASE STUDY: FOODBUY
CASE STUDY: CÔTE
SODEXO MODERN SLAVERY FORUM
INDUSTRY GROUP ACTION
WASTE2ZERO AWARDS

CASE STUDY

NHS SUPPLY
CHAIN

In January, Bunzl Catering Supplies successfully
won the retender for the framework to supply
non-food catering consumables to NHS Supply
Chain. NHS Supply Chain supports the National
Health Service in England, and other healthcare
organisations in England and Wales, by providing
procurement and logistics services.

WORKING WITH
OUR CUSTOMERS
Since its inception in 2016, the Sustainable Future
programme has been underpinned by our desire to work
in close collaboration with our customers, preparing them
for complex legislative change and providing innovative
service and product solutions. In the wake of Covid-19,
we have worked tirelessly with our customers to help
them adapt quickly to several changeable factors
including uncertainty around environmental legislation
and unprecedented demands on global supply chains.
Utilising our global purchasing resources, we were able
to deliver critical PPE to our customers throughout
the pandemic, whilst maintaining the high standards
demanded by the Bunzl Ethical Sourcing Policy. We
continue to work with our global supply chain, to ensure
all our customers are equipped with the products they
require to operate safely and sustainably.

We have made significant updates to our Sustainable
Future Material Footprint Tool, to provide our customers
with greater product analysis at line level detail, including
information on recycled material content. The on-going
development of our unique footprint tool has allowed us to
work pro-actively with our customers, helping them adopt
sustainable product options ahead of the introduction of
the UK Plastics Packaging Tax in April 2021.
Committed to providing our customers with regular,
transparent information on sustainability, we continue to
host our popular Sustainable Future customer forums in an
online format. The forums provide a collaborative platform
for regional and national customers to take part in robust
and engaging discussion on the impact of government
legislation and reform, as well as introducing customers
to the next generation of material and product innovation
being developed specifically for the foodservice industry.

The NHS is aiming to become the world’s first
carbon net zero national health system by 2040
and NHS Supply Chain will form a big part
in making this happen. NHS Supply Chain’s
sustainability programme is built on four
pillars: climate change, human rights and labour
standards, waste and circular economy and
plastic products and packaging. We are actively

working with NHS Supply Chain to support them
in these areas, developing a roadmap to help us
build a sustainable future together.
Throughout 2021, Bunzl Catering Supplies
partnered with NHS Supply Chain on the
development of a range of food service packaging
that supports their fourth sustainability pillar:
plastic products and packaging. By identifying
and supplying products that are made from
compostable materials, like our exclusive brand
Sustain hot cups, or recycled materials that can
be recycled after use, we have helped NHS Supply
Chain reduce unnecessary plastic waste and in
turn their impact on the environment.
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SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
FORUMS AND FACTSHEETS

CATERING
EQUIPMENT EXPO

CUSTOMER FORUMS

CUSTOMER FACTSHEETS

Hosted by Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl
Catering Supplies, and Katie Bradbury, Sustainability
and Packaging Innovation Manager at Bunzl Catering
Supplies, our customer forums provide thoughtleadership and a highly popular forum for discussion on
legislation impacting the foodservice industry, as well as
offering guidance on innovation in food packaging.

In June, we updated and republished three factsheets,
each providing a simple summary of the proposed
food packaging legislation likely to affect operators in
the hospitality industry. Focusing on the EU Single Use
Plastics Directive, the H.M. Treasury Plastic Packaging Tax
and the Government Resources and Waste Strategy – the
factsheets present a picture of forthcoming legislation in
the wake of Covid-19, what the key areas of change are, as
well as critical implementation dates.

Bunzl Catering Supplies took part in the Catering
Equipment Expo at London Olympia in September
2021, featuring a stand dedicated to our market-leading
Sustainable Future programme.

“

“

We are committed to delivering
sustainable solutions to hospitality
operators supported by expert advice.
Our customer forums play a vital part in
this commitment and their popularity is a
testament to this.
Robin Maxwell,
Sales Director,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

The five questions addressed on these factsheets are:
What makes a disposable packaging product recyclable?
Are all paper cups recyclable? What is biodegradable
packaging and is it a sustainable choice? What is
compostable packaging and is it a sustainable choice?
And finally, what is the most sustainable choice –
compostable or recyclable packaging?

“

“

In October, ahead of the COP26 global summit in
Glasgow, with national opinion polls showing that only
1 in 6 people know what the purpose of COP26 is, our
online forums provided valuable context to an event that
will shape the direction of our global approach to the
environment for many years to come.

A further five factsheets designed to answer the
most asked questions on single-use packaging and
sustainability, provide a set of simple responses to
questions where confusion exists.

We are committed to taking factual and
impartial information on sustainability
to our customers. Our sustainable future
factsheets help customers to make
material responsible choices on food
packaging.
Steve Bond,
National Account Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

equipment
EXP 2021

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl Catering
Supplies, and Katie Bradbury, Sustainability and
Packaging Innovation Manager at Bunzl Catering Supplies,
supported by Katie Borton, Sustainability Coordinator and
the Bunzl Catering Supplies sales team, were on-hand to
talk with customers about emerging material and design
product innovation and forthcoming environmental
legislation that will have a direct effect on how businesses
operate in the hospitality sector in the future.

“

This expo gave us a fantastic
opportunity to talk directly to our
customers about the environmental
legislation that will impact product
ranges soon. As part of our Sustainable
Future programme, we are committed to
communicating closely with our people,
customers and suppliers to ensure they
have the information they need to make
informed decisions around the issue of
sustainability.
Robin Maxwell,
Sales Director,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

“

In March, as the hospitality industry began to adjust to
a new normal in the wake of Covid-19, 65 customers
attended our online forum, exploring how operators
might utilise innovative approaches to food packaging
design and materials in context with proposed legislation
and how best to adapt to new business conditions,
particularly in takeout and food delivery provision.

Now in its fifth year, the Catering Equipment Expo, run
as part of The Restaurant Show, is a highly successful
platform for cutting-edge innovation and market
insight. As part of our Sustainable Future programme,
we took innovation in sustainable food packaging to our
customers at the Expo, featuring several compostable,
recyclable and reusable product ranges from our exclusive
brands Reuse, Sustain and Revive.

catering
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CASE STUDY

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
FOOTPRINT TOOL

FOODBUY

Our Sustainable Future Footprint Tool has been helping
customers navigate complex product legislation on
sustainability since 2019. It takes detailed analysis on
material type classification and cross references it with
legislation to give customers an instant overview of atrisk products that may require switching to alternative
material types or require a strategy to reduce usage.

As recent challenges around Brexit and the Covid-19
crisis continue to interrupt implementation timelines on
forthcoming legislation, the next generation Sustainable
Future Footprint Tool provides our customers with an
opportunity to plan ahead and develop time-sensitive
strategies required to comply with new sustainability
standards.

In 2021, the footprint tool was significantly updated
to provide greater product analysis at line level detail,
including information on recycled material content
and in-depth risk analysis by material type, giving our
contracted customers the crucial product mapping tools
required to make informed decisions ahead of the UK
Plastics Packaging Tax, due to be implemented in 2022.

We continue to work closely with government agencies,
industry bodies and outside organizations to ensure we
are at the forefront of legislative changes, communicating
these developments with our customers and regularly
updating our market-leading tools and resources.

“

“

Bunzl Catering Supplies has been a partner
supplier to the food procurement organisation
Foodbuy since 2016, delivering consolidated ranges
of disposable and reusable foodservice packaging.
Foodbuy is committed to supporting local
economies and workers, sustainable sourcing, and
waste reduction. As part of these commitments,
Foodbuy is reducing unnecessary, single-use,
plastic food packaging from its operations,
identifying and replacing these items with suitable,
sustainable alternatives.
In November, Bunzl Catering Supplies
has worked closely with Foodbuy to develop a
range of reusable, recyclable and compostable
packaging solutions. Bunzl Catering & Hospitality
Division business, Aggora, has also developed a
specialized cleaning system for reusable packaging
which minimizes chemical use and improves
drying times.

As the hospitality industry faces challenging and uncertain times in the
wake of Covid-19, we continue to lead the way with our market-leading
sustainability tools and stay committed to supporting our customers on
the issue of sustainability.
Robin Maxwell,
National Sales Director,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

30 million

plastic cups replaced
with sustainable
alternatives.

Bunzl Catering Supplies has worked collaboratively
with Foodbuy for several years to overcome the
complexity of developing a responsible approach
to materials that avoid waste and reduce carbon
footprint. Utilising the Sustainable Future
Footprint Tool, we have been able to pin-point
single-use packaging that is likely to be affected by
proposed government legislation, providing agile
product advice for pro-active and environmentally
responsible decision making.
By working together with Foodbuy, 4 million
cups and food containers made from expanded
polystyrene (EPS) and 30 million cups made
from plastic have been replaced with sustainable
product alternatives. A road-map to phase out
single-use plastic cutlery from the Foodbuy supply
chain is also well under way.
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CÔTE BRASSERIE
In 2021, Bunzl Catering Supplies secured a
contract with Côte to deliver their light catering
equipment, food packaging and hygiene supplies,
including exclusive brand paper hygiene range
‘PRISTINE’. Côte has 84 restaurants UK wide,
providing relaxed all-day dining inspired by the
brasseries of Paris, as well as a home delivery
service (Côte at Home) that delivers chilled bistro
meals ready to cook at home.
Supply to Côte from Bunzl Catering Supplies is
direct to individual restaurants as a consolidated
order solution delivered via an efficient, national,
transport network with state-of-the-art route
planning. By consolidating Côte’s light equipment
and non-food consumables orders, we have
significantly lessened the number of deliveries
being made to Côte. This has reduced mileage by an
estimated 250,000 miles, with a saving of 20,806
gallons of diesel per year. In turn, the estimated
reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is
equivalent to 237,631 kilograms per year.

Bunzl Catering Supplies’ exclusive brand paper
hygiene range ‘PRISTINE’ is being delivered
to Côte with several sustainability attributes.
Three PRISTINE paper hand towel products have
switched from a plastic film wrap to a paper wrap
on the outer packaging. By introducing the paper
wrap, over 1.65 million pieces of single-use plastic
are now no longer entering the supply chain each
year. The paper wraps are also recyclable when
placed in mixed recycling to be identified and
segregated at a MRF (Material Recovery Facility).
24 out of 28 products in the PRISTINE paper
hygiene range are now FSC MIX certified.
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) is a non-profit
organization that sets certain high standards
to make sure that forestry is practiced in an
environmentally responsible and socially
beneficial manner.

“By utilising their efficie
ncy of scale
in procurement and log
istics, Bunzl
Catering Supplies have
helped us
to reduce the number
of deliveries
made to our restauran
ts, they have
supported us in our co
mmitment
to operate a sustainable
business
and reduce our transpo
rt-related
carbon footprint.”

SODEXO MODERN
SLAVERY FORUM
As one of Sodexo UK & Ireland’s largest strategic
suppliers, Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Divisionhas
joined the Sodexo Modern Slavery Strategic Supplier
Forum as founding members, which will meet bi-annually
to highlight risks, share best practice and agree common
commitments to tackle modern slavery
in its organisations.
Modern slavery can take many different forms
including forced labour and servitude. It is estimated
that at any given time over 40 million people worldwide
are in modern slavery and Covid-19 has exacerbated
the problem.
The first online forum was held on 27 April, when Bunzl
Catering & Hospitality Division presented its current
activity to combat modern slavery. Over the course of
the year, the forum members have worked together on
joint communications initiatives to highlight existing
whistleblowing policies and procedures to ensure all
employees are comfortable to report in confidence, any
issue that is unethical, illegal or unsafe.

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl Catering
Supplies says, “We are delighted to be working with
Sodexo and their partners as part of the Modern Slavery
Supplier Forum to ensure we are sharing best practice and
established programmes that mitigate the risks of modern
slavery in the supply chain.”

“

“

CASE STUDY

This strategic supplier forum offers
an opportunity for the wider supply
chain to work together to address this
abhorrent crime and we look forward
to collaborating with our partners.
Patrick Forbes,
Sodexo’s Head of Supply Management,
UK & Ireland

Gerhard Jacobs,
Purchasing Manager,
Côte
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS RECOVERY FORUM
The Responsible Business Recovery Forum (RBRF) is a
membership body of out of home food and drink operators
and suppliers with the objective of collaborating to aid an
efficient, industry-wide recovery post Covid-19.
In 2021, Bunzl Catering Supplies joined operators Baxter
Storey, Compass, ISS, Sodexo, IHG Hotels and Greene King to
form the RBRF, promoting peer to peer learning and industry
collaboration, as operators and supply chains grapple with a
different marketplace.

SUSTAINABLE RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division has joined the
Sustainable Restaurant Association (SRA), an organisation
that works with businesses, like-minded industry bodies
and campaign groups to accelerate change towards an
environmentally restorative and socially progressive
hospitality sector in the UK.
‘Food Made Good’ is the SRA’s main programme for driving
and sustaining positive change, it provides its 10,000 kitchens
with all the tools they need to be world leaders in sourcing
and serving sustainable food.

WASTE2ZERO
AWARDS
FOODSERVICE PACKAGING ASSOCIATION
The focus for the Foodservice Packaging Association
(FPA) in 2021 has been a continued involvement in the
Government’s packaging waste reforms: waste management
consistency, deposit return system (DRS), Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) and Plastics Packaging Tax.
Bunzl Catering Supplies and the FPA are closely aligned in
supporting manufacturers and suppliers who provide clear
and transparent information about their products and the
materials they use. The FPA’s work with the Competition and
Markets Authority on its Green Claims Code is evidence of
this joined up approach.

Headline sponsors of the Footprint waste2zero awards
for a sixth year, we are proud to support an initiative that
showcases best practice and recognises excellence in
waste management and prevention in the foodservice
industry.
In 2021, the waste2zero awards were presented at an
exclusive dinner held at the famous In & Out in London’s
St. James’s Square on 4 November. Winner of the Best
Product, Technology and Innovation Award was Bunzl UK
& Ireland for Cleanline Eco.
Cleanline Eco is a range of professional cleaning products
developed to a new Eco Star standard, with the primary
objective to promote responsible consumption and
production, aim to protect life on land and water, and be
effective for professional use. The Eco Star standard was
designed to set out clear and measurable sustainability
attributes for cleaning products from point of production
to their end of life.

“

“

INDUSTRY
GROUP ACTION

Bunzl Catering Supplies recognised the
importance of the waste2zero awards
from the outset and their support
has been paramount to their success.
We look forward to achieving more
together in years to come.
Charlie Miers,
Co-founder and CEO,
Footprint Group of companies

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability for Bunzl Catering
Supplies comments “Bunzl Catering Supplies is proud
to once again support an event that showcases the
excellent work achieved by market-leaders to reduce
waste, promote recycling and encourage environmentally
responsible end-of-life solutions for disposable packaging
products.”
Bunzl Catering Supplies also picked up a Highly
Commended in the Best Resource Management Business
of the Year category, for its fully recyclable cracker
collection with reusable wooden novelty content,
reducing unnecessary waste in the hospitality industry
over the festive season.
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SUPPLIERS
We deliver products and services with integrity
and confidence. We buy responsibly and ethically
from trusted, partner suppliers.

“

“

WORKING WITH OUR SUPPLIERS
INNOVATE SUPPLIER FORUMS
INNOVATION THROUGH THE
SUPPLY CHAIN
ETHICAL SOURCING DURING COVID-19
MATERIAL RESPONSIBLE ECONOMY
REUSE, REVIVE AND SUSTAIN
SUSTAINABLE EXCLUSIVE BRANDS
EXCLUSIVE BRAND CLEANLINE ECO
MODERN SLAVERY STATEMENT
SUPPLIER ASSESSMENT AND AUDITING
RESPONSIBLE PROCUREMENT
PRODUCT ENVIRONMENTAL CREDENTIALS

Faerch has been working closely with Bunzl Catering Supplies to
create innovative, design-led solutions in foodservice packaging that
help us build a sustainable future in a rapidly evolving foodservice
environment. In 2021, we have utilised our partnership together to
develop material and product solutions that deliver sustainability
benefits throughout their whole life cycle.
Dave Lucas,
Sales Director for Foodservice UK & Ireland,
Faerch UK Ltd
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INNOVATE
SUPPLIER FORUMS
In 2021, we began a series of online supplier forums for
our partner suppliers, called INNOVATE. Host to two
invited partner suppliers each session, and attended
by our regional and national sales teams, the INNOVATE
supplier forums took place between March and July and
showcased material and design product innovation,
market updates and supplier-led initiatives on
sustainability.
INNOVATE supplier forums were developed to maintain
communication between our partner suppliers and our
sales teams at a time when in-person meetings were
not possible due to Covid-19. These sessions facilitated
vital discussion on some of the key challenges facing
the hospitality industry during the pandemic, including
the provision of safe and sustainable food packaging for
take-out and home food delivery and the requirement for
robust cleaning and hygiene systems.

WORKING WITH
OUR SUPPLIERS

We continue to challenge and support our supply partners and
have brought several innovative new products to market via our
INNOVATE brand. We will continue to support manufacturers
wherever possible to provide meaningful solutions and drive
sustainable growth in the hospitality industry.

“

Throughout Covid-19, we have
worked in partnership with our
trusted, partner suppliers to ensure
a continuous supply of essential
products into the hospitality
industry, maintaining our
commitment to source and
deliver products and services
with integrity and due diligence.
Mark Lombard,
Purchasing Director,
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division

“

Covid-19 had an extraordinary impact on global supply chains
as the demand for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) reached
unparalleled levels. As a leading distribution business supplying
healthcare and educational settings throughout the UK, Bunzl
Catering Supplies was able to utilize its global purchasing
resources to deliver critical PPE to its customers throughout the
pandemic, whilst maintaining the high standards demanded by
the Bunzl Ethical Sourcing Policy.

Innovative products showcased at the forums are
showcased in our INNOVATE product innovation
brochures, produced twice yearly in a Summer and Winter
publication, they are available to our customers online.

“

“

As many of our supplier relationships are longstanding, we
understand how best to work with one another. We work with
our partner suppliers to ensure that the welfare of workers
and labour conditions within the supply chain meet or exceed
recognised standards, as well as encouraging the adoption of
sustainable practices.

At a time when we have not been
able to meet others in a face-to-face
environment, these online forums have
provided vital insight into the latest
product solutions being developed and
manufactured by our partner suppliers.
Fay Armstrong,
Regional Sales Manager – Public Sector,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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INNOVATION
THROUGH THE
SUPPLY CHAIN

ETHICAL
SOURCING DURING
COVID-19

Bunzl Catering Supplies is working with leading suppliers,
and the wider supply chain, to bring innovation in both
single-use and reusable food packaging to its customers
in the hospitality industry. As new material and design
concepts emerge, we are working collaboratively with
designers and manufactures to assess and review
innovation, looking at practical application in a hospitality
environment and seeking customer feedback from the
outset.

Covid-19 had an extraordinary impact on global supply
chains as the demand for Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) reached unparalleled levels. In March 2020, key
workers in the NHS and care and education settings
sought to protect themselves, their colleagues and
those in their care from the devastating effects of the
pandemic.* This increase in demand, coupled with a fall
in exports from China, created unique challenges for the
purchasing team at Bunzl Catering Supplies, who were
necessitated to react quickly to unprecedented demand.

In 2021, the pandemic continued to challenge and impact
many businesses as well as creating challenges for our
supply partners. The availability of material for testing,
capacity for conversion and other global impacts all
played a part in shaping the innovation landscape.
At Bunzl Catering Supplies we continue to challenge and
support our supply partners and have brought several
innovative new products to market via our INNOVATE
supplier forums and product brochures, including the
introduction of Notpla coated kraft food boxes. Notpla
coating is a special lining made from seaweed, a naturally
renewable resource that grows fast, is globally abundant
and readily available. Notpla Coating does not require
specific recycling pathways or specialised industrial
composting equipment to degrade.
We will continue to support manufacturers wherever
possible to ensure that we maintain progress and
continue to provide meaningful solutions and drive
sustainable growth in the hospitality industry.

As a leading distribution business supplying healthcare
and educational settings throughout the UK, Bunzl
Catering Supplies was able to utilize its global purchasing
resources to deliver critical PPE to its customers
throughout the pandemic, whilst maintaining the high
standards demanded by the Bunzl Ethical Sourcing Policy.
Working closely with our Bunzl Asia office in Shanghai,
we secured essential safety products through our large
network of Bunzl approved and audited suppliers,
ensuring that we continued to focus on quality,
production and social accountability. Throughout the
pandemic, we maintained absolute confidence in product
quality and compliance, meeting our commitments to
working conditions and our zero-tolerance policy against
key risk areas including child labour and modern slavery.
We continue to work with our global supply chain, to
ensure all our customers are equipped with the personal
safety, hygiene, and cleaning products they require to
operate safely and sustainably in the wake of Covid-19.

*Report: The supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Department of Health & Social Care. 2020.
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MATERIAL
RESPONSIBLE
ECONOMY
A material responsible economy is one where product
stewardship balances social, environmental, economic
and material considerations. We are committed to helping
our customers make material responsible product choices
by driving innovation to reduce, reuse and recycle.
REDUCE
To help our customers reduce their food packaging waste
we:
Offer alternative materials with reduced environmental
impact in terms of carbon, water, chemical and material
footprint
Help rationalise and consolidate their product ranges to
similar material types
Suggest the removal of unnecessary or unrecyclable
materials
Provide dispensers to prevent or discourage excessive
use
REUSE
To help our customers introduce more reusable
foodservice packaging options we:
Have developed a market-leading range of reusable
products
Offer reusable products that can also be recycled
Drive customer education around the importance of
reuse
Offer expertise on implementing reusable systems, like
deposit return schemes

SUSTAINABLE
EXCLUSIVE BRANDS
RECYCLE
To help our customers increase the recycling of
foodservice packaging we:
Offer ranges which are recyclable and contain recycled
content
Have increased our provision of rPET products with at
least 50% recycled content
Drive innovation to increase the use of recycled
materials used in product manufacture

REUSE
REUSABLE PACKAGING
Reuse is a range of foodservice packaging designed to
be used multiple times before disposal. Reuse products
may be specifically designed for a circular take-use-return
programme and will be suitable for repeat cleaning in
a dishwasher. Reuse products identified as recyclable
should be placed in a dedicated recyclables bin to ensure
they are sent to a material recovery facility for recycling.
In 2021, we developed and launched a new exclusive
brand called Reuse. The first product to launch under
the Reuse brand was a range of lightweight, dishwashersafe stainless-steel cutlery, designed to be a reusable
alternative to disposable plastic cutlery, that can be
recycled at its end of life.

MARKET LEADING
PRODUCT INNOVATION

Reuse stainless steel cutlery
In line with the UK Government Waste and Resource Strategy, disposable plastic cutlery (including
products formed from PLA) will be banned in 2021. Reuse lightweight stainless steel cutlery provides
a fully recyclable alternative to plastic cutlery that can be washed and reused many times.

REUSE

ME

Features & benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product codes:

Lightweight stainless steel design
Alternative to disposable plastic cutlery
Fully recyclable material
Can be washed and reused many times
Dishwasher proof
Imperishable, safe and hygienic

Product

Case

Code

Reuse Knife

500

F12018

Reuse Fork

500

F12019

Reuse Spoon

500

F12020

Reuse Teaspoon

500

F12021

REUSABLE
Designed for multiple
use before disposal

DISHWASHER SAFE
Suitable for cleaning
in a dishwasher

Reuse™

Reuse is a range of foodservice packaging designed to be used
multiple times before disposal. Reuse products may be specifically
designed for a circular take-use-return programme and will be
suitable for repeat cleaning in a dishwasher. Reuse products identified
as recyclable should be placed in a dedicated recyclables bin to
ensure they are sent to a material recovery facility for recycling.

For more information about exclusive brand Reuse
lightweight stainless steel cutlery - please contact us today.
Website: www.bunzlcatering.co.uk

Twitter: @BunzlCatering

YouTube: Bunzl Catering Supplies

REVIVE
RECYCLED AND RECYCLED PACKAGING

SUSTAIN
RENEWABLE AND COMPOSTABLE PACKAGING

Revive is a range of foodservice packaging made from
a minimum of 50% recycled materials and/or recyclable
as defined by OPRL or WRAP. Revive products hold
migration testing certification and confirmation for
suitability for direct contact with food. All recyclable
products should be placed in a dedicated recyclables
bin to ensure they are sent to a material recovery facility
for recycling.

Sustain is a range of foodservice packaging made from
renewable resources and/or compostable with EN13432
certification. Sustain products labelled compostable are
fully compostable in commercial composting facilities and
will break down into reusable compost within 12 weeks.
All compostable products should be placed in a dedicated
compostables bin to ensure they are sent for composting.

Revive rPET salad containers feature in our ‘food packaging
for the new normal’ product brochure, manufactured in
the UK using renewable energy and embossed with the
words “100% recycled plastic – I used to be a bottle”, these
containers are made from 100% recycled content PET and
are recyclable when disposed of in a mixed recycling bin.

In September, we showcased products from our Sustain
range at the Catering Equipment Expo, including our
Sustain bagasse plates and bowls, made from the
renewable resource of sugarcane and certified EN
13432 compostable, they will breakdown in an In-Vessel
Composting facility (IVC) within 12 weeks.
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EXCLUSIVE BRAND
PAPER HYGIENE PRISTINE

EXCLUSIVE BRAND
CLEANING PRODUCTS
CLEANLINE ECO

PRISTINE BOOSTS ITS SUSTAINABILITY CREDENTIALS

CLEANLINE ECO SETS ECO STAR STANDARD

The first important change has been a switch from plastic
film to paper wrap on the outer wrapping on three of
its PRISTINE paper hand towel products. By pro-actively
introducing this new packaging on these products, Bunzl
UK & Ireland is preventing over 1.65 million pieces of
single-use plastic entering the supply chain each year.
The paper wraps are also recyclable when placed in
mixed recycling to be identified and segregated at a MRF
(Material Recovery Facility).

Manufactured in the UK, PRISTINE products labelled
FSC MIX are made using a mixture of materials from
FSC-certified forests, recycled materials, and/ or FSC
controlled wood. While controlled wood is not from
FSC certified forests, it mitigates the risk of the material
originating from unacceptable sources. By choosing
PRISTINE products certified FSC MIX, customers in the
catering and hospitality sector are helping to take care of
the world’s forests.

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl Catering
Supplies comments, “We are working collaboratively with
the supply chain to examine what practical changes we
can make to reduce waste in the hospitality industry.
Swapping plastic film for paper wrap is a great example of
how a relatively small change can make a big impact.”

PRISTINE is a professional range of paper hygiene
products that deliver a premium customer experience in
a hospitality environment, the range includes toilet rolls,
paper towels, centrefeed and hygiene rolls, and delivers
safe, cost-effective personal hygiene solutions back and
front of house.

As part of our Sustainable Future programme, Bunzl
Catering Supplies has launched Cleanline Eco, an
exclusive brand range of professional cleaning products
that promote responsible consumption and production,
aim to protect life on land and water and are safe and
effective for professional use in the wake of Covid-19.
Designed to effectively tackle routine and periodic
cleaning tasks in a catering and hospitality operation with
a reduced impact on the environment, all products in the
Cleanline Eco range have been developed to the Eco Star
standard for sustainability. This means that each product
in the range meets the relevant sustainability criteria set
out in the Eco Star standard’s five sustainability pillars:
production, formulation, transportation, in-use and end
of life.

“

“

As part of its commitment to work with customers and
suppliers to promote and support a sustainable approach
to the products it sells, Bunzl UK & Ireland has made
several changes to its exclusive brand PRISTINE paper
hygiene range to boost its sustainability credentials.

Adding further to its sustainability credentials, 24 out of
28 products in the PRISTINE paper hygiene range are now
FSC MIX certified. FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) is a
non-profit organization that sets certain high standards to
make sure that forestry is practiced in an environmentally
responsible and socially beneficial manner.

The Eco Star standard is unique because
it sets out clear and measurable
sustainability attributes for cleaning
products from point of production to
their end of life, which gives customers
a very clear picture of how and
why Cleanline Eco helps us build a
sustainable future.
Justin Turquet,
Head of Sustainability,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

5 litre containers and 1 litre angle-neck bottles in the
Cleanline Eco range are manufactured with a minimum
of 40% recycled HDPE plastic, 750ml ready-to-use
trigger bottles are manufactured with a minimum of
30% recycled PET. When finished, rinsed and with labels
removed, empty containers and bottles can be placed in
mixed recycling to be identified and segregated at a MRF
(Material Recovery Facility).

Introducing the Eco Star standard

PRODUCTION

FORMULATION

TRANSPORTATION

IN-USE
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SUPPLIER
ASSESSMENT
& AUDITING

MODERN SLAVERY
STATEMENT
Bunzl’s modern slavery statement is made in accordance
with Section 54, Part 6 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015
(‘the Act’) and sets out the steps that Bunzl plc, its
subsidiaries and operating divisions (together ‘Bunzl’ or
‘the Group’) are taking with a view to ensuring that slavery
and human trafficking is not taking place in Bunzl’s supply
chain or in any part of its business.
OUR COMMITMENT
Modern slavery is a global issue and requires global
action. As an international business we are wholly
committed to eliminating modern slavery practices and
respecting human rights across both our own operations
and our supply chain. We take appropriate action to
ensure that all our employees understand our policy
of eliminating forced labour, child labour and human
trafficking. We expect our suppliers to meet or exceed
local legislative requirements and applicable international
requirements for workers’ welfare and conditions of
employment, such as those set by the International
Labour Organization (ILO) and the Ethical Trading
Initiative (ETI) and aim to ensure that our suppliers apply
these standards within their operations and their own
supply chains.

We remain fully committed to improving our programmes
to eliminate modern slavery from our operations and
supply chain. This approach will see us continue to:
Assess our social risk assessment methodology,
ensuring that our approach remains appropriate and
allows us to understand whether there are areas or
market sectors within countries that require higher
focus.
Further develop appropriate systems for tracking the
distribution of our supplier code of conduct,
self-assessment responses and audit results.
Expand capacity building and training of our suppliers
in Asia by organising supplier conferences in Asia.

At Bunzl Catering Supplies we are committed to sourcing
ethically and responsibly. We audit and manage our
supplier performance against many commercial and
social measures to ensure the products we source
are fit for purpose with the relevant ethical and legal
compliance.
All suppliers complete our Supplier Assessment
document which covers:
Expected supplier commercial standards
Responsible sourcing and compliance
Supplier operating standards
Completion of this document is a prerequisite for our
suppliers and must be approved by our purchasing team
before trading can commence. Suppliers of high-risk
categories form part of a rolling programme of auditing in
line with our overall Quality Management System.
Our Supplier Assessment procedure, for both domestic
and international suppliers give us the procurement
visibility on many important measures including:
Production and Quality Control Systems Health & Safety
Hygiene Standards
Standards for products in contact with food
Environmental accreditations
Material certifications including Compostable
compliance
Continuous Improvements

For our international suppliers, the Supplier Assessment
procedure is further supported by our Global Sourcing
and Quality Assurance team based in Shanghai. The Bunzl
Shanghai team deploys a professional quality assurance
audit programme of our Far East Suppliers in accordance
with international standards, including ISO 9001, ISO
13485, ISO14001 plus securing the certification required
for all relevant product claims.
For our customers who we supply in the Public Sector
and customers with specific international requirements,
we ensure we comply with the relevant legislative
requirements as Bunzl plc and part of Bunzl UK Ltd
trading from the UK.
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PRODUCT
ENVIRONMENTAL
CREDENTIALS

RESPONSIBLE
PROCUREMENT
EU NO 995/2010 – EU TIMBER REGULATIONS

MATERIALS AND ARTICLES INTENDED TO COME
IN CONTACT WITH FOOD

We comply with EU Timber Regulations 2013 (EUTR)
to combat international trade in Illegal timber within
the European market and recognise that good forest
management can have benefits on climate change, as well
as other environmental aspects including social, political
and economic advancement.

EU No 1935/2004 – we trade with manufacturers, who
comply with the specific requirements of this regulation,
including the common rules for packaging materials
which come into contact with food, protecting human
health and consumers’ interests.

REGISTRATION, EVALUATION, AUTHORISATION
AND RESTRICTION OF CHEMICALS (REACH)

EU No 2023/2006 Regulation – this is included to monitor
Good Manufacturing Practice.

Addresses the production and use of chemical substances
and their potential impacts on both human health and
the environment. Bunzl Catering Supplies works with
leading brands and manufacturers that comply with the
requirements of REACH.

EU No 10/2011 - we work with a range of disposable food
packaging manufacturers, who comply with the specific
requirements of this regulation

CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS TO
HEALTH REGULATIONS 2002 (COSHH)
COSHH legislation requires employers to assess the
risks of substances and take appropriate measures to
inform and train employees regarding their controlled
use and provide effective protection to reduce any risks
associated with their use. Bunzl Catering Supplies work
with suppliers and customers to meet the requirements of
COSHH legislation through provision of:
Personal protective equipment Information and training
Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for all listed chemical products
 nline COSHH awareness and product resource tools
O
from our exclusive brand Cleanline
Working with suppliers to offer appropriate training and
additional support

Migration Testing - our partner suppliers manage
migration testing of the specific materials they use within
their manufacturing process to ensure and demonstrate
compliance.

A CHOICE OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
We provide tools and training to equip our sales and
purchasing teams with knowledge and resources, that in
turn can help our customers make informed choices on
buying sustainable products.
We provide impartial recommendations on product
material types with the best environmental credentials
and we present our customers with multiple product
options to suit their in- house waste streams.
Bunzl Catering Supplies is committed to:
S ourcing products that offer a range of sustainable
solutions
Providing factually based information on material
substrates
 clear internal and external communication policy
A
under the Sustainable Future programme
Helping customers make informed choices on
sustainable products

We carry a range of compostable products which are
certified EN13432 and paper and card-based products
which are FSC and PEFC certified.
PRODUCT ACCREDITATIONS
We are supportive of trade within developing countries
to improve ethical, social and environmental trading
conditions. Bunzl Catering Supplies work with leading
food and beverage brands and manufacturers, who
supply a range of products accredited as:
Fairtrade - helping producers in developing countries
to achieve better trading conditions and promoting
sustainability. “Every bean can be traced back to the
farmers’ cooperative that produced it.”
Rainforest Alliance - the Green Frog certification seal
indicates that a farm, forest, or tourism enterprise
has been audited to meet standards that require
environmental, social, and economic sustainability.

Supporting customers to promote consumer awareness
on end-of-life disposal

Ethical Tea Partnership (ETP) - organises regular
inspections of social and environmental conditions on
tea estates and work to tackle key issues from gender
discrimination to safe use of pesticides.

Working with suppliers to reduce transit packaging

PALM OIL

Promoting controlled dispensing systems to minimise
waste

Many of our suppliers are moving away from using
palm oil or palm oil kernels within their manufacturing
processes. The use of palm oil is specific to individual

We have a diverse range of products on offer, including
reusable products, fully recyclable products, products
which contain a percentage of recycled content and
compostable products.

products and in these circumstances the suppliers work
with Sustainable Palm Oil Manufacturers, part of the
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), committed to
increasing the use of sustainably sourced palm oil.
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“

Working collaboratively
with our people, customers,
and suppliers, we are
building a sustainable
approach to business,
leading the way with
our Sustainable Future
programme.

“

Robin Maxwell,
Sales Director,
Bunzl Catering Supplies

Please contact us:
National South
Tel: 0845 301 7607
nationalccsouth@bunzl.co.uk
National North
Tel: 0845 301 7610
nationalccnorth@bunzl.co.uk
Regional
Tel: 0845 604 1454
regional@bunzl.co.uk
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